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Abstract 
This paper investigates inexact Newton methods for solving systems of nonsmooth equations. We define two inexact 
Newton methods for locally Lipschitz functions and we prove local (linear and superlinear) convergence r sults under the 
assumptions ofsemismoothness and BD-regularity at the solution. We introduce aglobally convergent inexact iteration 
function based method. We discuss implementations and we give some numerical examples. 
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1. Introduction 
In the past few years there has been a growing interest in the study of nonsmooth equations. 
Nonsm0oth equations arise from the nonlinear complementarity problem, the variational inequal- 
ity problem, the nonlinear programming problem, the maximal monotone operator problem, the 
partial differential equation problem, etc. Pang and Qi [40] surveyed a part of the source problems 
of nonsmooth equations. Also see [5, 7, 8, 16, 18, 21, 23, 25, 35, 36, 38, 39, 46, 48, 52]. Nonsmooth 
equations provide a unified framework for the study of these important problems. Within this 
framework these problems are brought one step closer to the classical problem of solving smooth 
equations for which there exist rich theory and powerful methods [12, 34]. Extensions of classical 
methods for solving smooth equations to solving nonsmooth equations include: generalized 
Jacobian based Newton methods [16, 26, 42, 46, 47], directional derivative based Newton methods 
[22,35,42], iteration function based Newton methods [21,48,49], quasi-Newton methods 
[5, 7, 8, 20, 23, 25, 29-1, iteration function based Gauss-Newton methods [21,40], successive 
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approximation methods [45], successive approximation based trust region methods [44], iteration 
function based trust region methods [18], splitting methods [5,8,52] and methods based on 
parallel computation [38]. Singular and parametric nonsmooth equations have also been con- 
sidered in [6, 37]. Based upon the formulation of nonsmooth equations and generalized Newton 
methods for solving nonsmooth equations, some new methods have also been developed for 
solving the source problems. See [36, 39, 41, 43, 51]. 
Nonsmooth equations are much more difficult than smooth equations. Many existing classical 
results for smooth equations cannot be extended to nonsmooth equations directly. For example, in 
the earlier papers on nonsmooth equations, trong F(r6chet)-differentiability hadto be assumed at 
the solution to obtain superlinear convergence of generalized Newton methods for solving 
nonsmooth equations [35]. Without such a differentiability assumption at the solution, even 
a divergence xample was given [26]. This difficulty was solved in [42, 47], where a superlinear 
convergence theory for generalized Jacobian based and directional derivative based Newton 
methods was established under the assumption of semismoothness. Most nonsmooth equations 
from applications are semismooth, while the divergence example in [26] is not semismooth. 
There are still many unsolved issues in the study of nonsmooth equations. For example, the 
superlinear convergence theory for quasi-Newton methods till relies on the assumption of strong 
F-differentiability at the solution [23]. 
One of the difficulties in nonsmooth equations i  that the subproblems of many algorithms for 
solving them are nonlinear or even unsolvable. For example, the subproblem of the directional 
derivative based Newton method may have no solution at all (see [42, example at the end]). The 
iteration function based Newton method plays an important role in the global convergence theory for 
solving nonsmooth equations [21]. However, its subproblem is not easier to solve exactly in general. 
This difficulty motivates us to invoke another classical tool for solving smooth equations: the inexact 
Newton method [10,27,28]. Actually, the notion of inexact solution in algorithms for solving 
nonsmooth equations was suggested in [35] and has been employed in [17,44]. In this paper, we 
attempt to study the effect of using inexact solutions in the generalized Jacobian based Newton method, 
the directional derivative based Newton method and the iteration function based Newton method. 
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we define two local inexact Newton methods for 
semismooth and BD-regular systems of equations and we prove local convergence r sults. In 
Section 3 we define the iteration function based inexact Newton method and we prove a global 
convergence theorem. In Section 4 we discuss practical implementations and we show some 
numerical experiments. In the Appendix we prove superlinear convergence of the linear solvers 
used in the implementations. 
Notation: Throughout the paper IIII will denote the Euclidean orm. However, it will be easy to 
verify that many results are independent of this choice. 
2. Local convergence results 
The focus of this paper is the numerical solution of the system of nonlinear equations 
F(x)  = O, 
where the mapping F : R" ~ R" is assumed to be locally Lipschitzian. 
(1) 
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Since the function F: R" --, R" is locally Lipschitzian, Rademacher's theorem [9] implies that F is 
almost everywhere F-differentiable. Let the set of points where F is F-differentiable be denoted DF. 
Then for any x s R", 
~BF(x) =- {lim VF(xi):x ~ ~ x, xJ~Dr} 
is a nonempty compact set. This notion was introduced by Qi [42]. If all members in dBF(x) are 
nonsingular, then we say that F is BD-regular at x. 
For x, h ~ R" with h 4: 0, we say that y tends to x in the direction h, denoted by y -+h X, if y ~ X, 
y 4: X and (y - x)/II Y - x II --' h~ IIh I1. We say that F is semismooth at x if F is locally Lipschitzian 
there and for all h e R" with h :~ 0, 
lim {Vh: V~OF(y)} 
y -* hX 
exists. If F is semismooth atx, then F must be directionally differentiable atx and F'(x; h) is equal 
to the above limit for all h ~ 0. If F is semismooth at all points in a given set, we say that F is 
semismooth in this set. 
The notion of semismoothness was introduced for the functionals by Mifflin [30] and extended 
to vector functions by Qi and Sun [47]. 
It was proved in [47] that F is semismooth atx if and only if all its component functions are so. 
The class of semismooth functionals i  very broad; indeed, according to [30], it includes mooth 
functions, convex functions and piecewise smooth functions. Moreover, the sums, differences, 
products and composites of semismooth functions are semismooth. 
A natural extension of the classical Newton method is 
X k + 1 : X k - -  (V  k ) -  IF(xk), V k ~ OBF(xk). 
The superlinear convergence ofthis generalized Jacobian based Newton method was established in
[42] under the assumption that F is semismooth and BD-regular at the solution x*. 
In this section, we wish to extend the dB based Newton method to its inexact form. Before this, we 
state two propositions originally proved in [42] and [40] respectively. The first proposition is 
a quantitative form of its version in [42]. The second proposition is exactly as in [40]. 
Proposition 1. I f  F is BD-regular at x, then M = max { II V-Xll :  v ~ OBF(x) } exists and for any given 
e > O, there exists a neighborhood N(x) of x such that F is BD-reoular at N(x) and II v-~ H is 
uniformly bounded by M + e for all VeOBF(y) and all y in N(x). 
Proposition 2. I f  F: R" ~ •" is semismooth at x, then 
lim 
Ilhll 
V~OF(x + h) 
[r F(x  + h) - F (x)  - Vh  II 
=0.  
We are now ready to extend the 0B based Newton method and its superlinear convergence r sult 
to its inexact form. 
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Theorem 3. Let F: R" ~ R" be locally Lipschitzian in the open convex set D ~ R n. Assume that F is 
semismooth and BD-regular at some x* ~ D, where F(x*) = O. Consider the following inexact Newton 
method: 
II Vkdk + F(xk) II ~ ~k II F(xk) II, (2) 
where vkE dBF(xk), d k = x k÷ 1 _ x k, and {Ctk} is a sequence of positive numbers. 
Then there exists a number ct such that/ f{~k} is bounded by ~, then there is a neighborhood of x* 
such that for any x ° in this neighborhood, the inexact Newton method (2) is Q-linearly convergent 
to X*. 
I f  ~k --* O, then there is a neighborhood of x* such that for any x ° in this neighborhood, the inexact 
Newton method (2) is Q-superlinearly convergent to x*. 
Proof. 
that if II x - x*  II 
II v -  111 ~< M'  
By Proposit ion 2, 
I I x -x* l l~<6}and 
Since F is locally Lipschitzian, by Proposit ion 1, there exist constants L, M' and 61 > 0 such 
31 and V ~ t3BF(x), then V is nonsingular, 
and II F(x)II ~< L II x - x*  II- 
for any given e>0,  there is a 6e(0,61) 
V ~ tgBF(X), then 
such that 
II x k - x*  - (vR)  - 1F(xk) + (vR)  - 1 [Vkd k + F(xk)] II 
II(V~) -1 II [ II f (x  k) - f (x* )  - Vk(x  k - x*)ll + II Vkd k + f (xk ) l l ]  
M'[~l lx  k - x*l l  + ~kl l f (x~) l l ]  
M'(e  + ~RL)II x k --  x*  II. 
II F(x )  -- F(x*) - V(x - x*)I I  ~ ~ II x - x*  II- 
By (3) and (4), if x k ~ N(x*),  we have: 





if x ~ N(x*)  - {x: 
(4) 
If ~k ~ 0~ < 1/LM' and e < 1/M' - oiL, then X k+l  ~N(x*)  and the inexact Newton method (2) is 
Q-linearly convergent to x*. If ~k -" 0, then this convergence is superlinear. [] 
The classical result of Dembo et al. [10] on inexact Newton methods for differentiable problems 
states that given at ~ (0, 1), one can find a neighborhood of x* such that the sequence that satisfies 
II F'(xk)d k + F(xk) II ~< ~ II F(x  k) II, d k = x k+ 1 _ x k is linearly convergent to x* in the norm defined 
by II z II, = II d(x*)z II. The following counterexample shows that this result is not true in our case. 
Let F(x l ,  x2) = (fl (xl, x2), f2(xl ,  x2)) x, where f l (x l ,  x2) = 2Xl if xl >/0, f l (x l ,  x2) = x l  if xl ~< 0, 
f z (x l ,x2)  = Xz if x2 >~ O, f2(x l ,x2)  = 2Xz if Xz ~< 0. It is easy to see that the sequence given by 
x2k = (/3, ½e)V, x2k+ 1 = ( __ ½~3, __•)T satisfies II Vkdk -Ii- F(x k) 112 ~ 0.7 II F(xk) 112 for all k = 0, 1, 2 .... , 
and, of course, does not converge to the solution (0, 0) T. 
The counterexample shows that, if we are using an iterative linear method to solve approxim- 
ately Vkd k = -F (xk) ,  the linear residual [Vkd k + F(xk) -] does not provide a safe stopping criterion. 
On the other hand, the Dembo-Eisenstat-Steihaug criterion has also been criticized by several 
authors because it is not invariant by affine transformations. See [53, 13]. Ypma [53] defined 
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inexact Newton methods for differentiable problems using the criterion 
Jl dk + E' (xk) - 1 f  (xk) II ~< 0t II f '  (xk) - I f (xk )  II, 
which is affine-invariant but, unfortunately, it is not computable. In the following theorem, we 
prove that using the Ypma criterion in our problem, we obtain local linear convergence for fixed 
~<I .  
Theorem 4. Assume the hypotheses on F o f  Theorem 3. Let  ct e (0, 1) be given. Let  ~' e (~, 1). Consider 
the fo l lowing inexact  Newton  method: 
II dk + (vk)  - 1E(xk) II ~< ~k II (vk )  - 1E(xk) II, (5) 
where vk  e dBF(xk),  d k = x k+ 1 _ x k, and the sequence {~q} is contained in [0,~]. 
Then there exists  a neighborhood o f  x*  such that fo r  any x ° in this neighborhood, the inexact  
Newton  method (5) converges to x*  and satisf ies II x k÷ 1 _ x*  II ~< ~' II x k - x*  II fo r  all k = O, 1 ,2 , . . . .  
I f  Ctk ~ O, the convergence is superlinear. 
Proof. Observe first that, by Propositions 1 and 2, given e > 0, there exists 6 > 0 such that, for all 
xeN(x* )  - {x: Ilx - x*ll ~< 6} and VeOBF(x) ,  (3) holds and 
IIx - x*  - (V ) -XE(x ) l l  <<. II(V) -x II liE(x) - F(x* )  - V (x  - x*)l[ 
<~ M'e  II x k - x*  II. 
Then, for all xeN(x* ) ,  Ve•BF(x) ,  
I I (V ) - lE (x ) l l  <<. IIx - x* II + IIx - x*  - (V ) - IE (x ) l l  
~< [1 + M'e]  II xk -- X* [1. 
Therefore, if xke  N(x* ) ,  we have that 
IIx k+l - x* II = II x k - x*  - (Vk) -  I E (x  k) + d k + (vk) -  ~ F(xk)  ll 
~< II(vk) -~ II IIE(x k) -- E(x* )  - Vk(x  k -- X*)II + lid k + (vk) -  ~ E(xk)  ll 
~< M'~ II x k -- x*  II + ~k II (vk )  - XF(x k) II) 
<<. M 'e  II xk -- X* II + ~k[1 + M'e]  [I xk -- X* II 
<~ (2M'  e + ~k) II X k -- X* II- 
Therefore, if we choose e < (~' - ~)/(2M'), we obtain that II x k+ ~ - x*  II ~< ~' II x k - x*  II whenever 
II x k - x*  II ~< ct'. Superlinear convergence, when ~k ~ 0, follows from Proposition 2. [] 
As we mentioned before, criterion (5) has the disadvantage that it is not computable. In fact, in 
order to verify if (5) holds in practical computations, we need an estimation of the exact  solution of 
Vkd =- -F (xk) .  Sometimes, this estimate can be provided by the iterative linear solver. In fact, 
assume that, for solving this "Newtonian" linear system, we use an iterative linear solver with 
known (or estimated) convergence rate r. Then, if {zi} is the sequence produced by the linear solver, 
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and d N = - - (vk) - 1F(xk), we have: 
Ilzi+x - zill >/[Izi - -  dNll - IlZi+l - -  dNll >/(1 - r)IIz i - -  dNll >/(1 -- r)(llzill - tldNll). 
So,  
II(Vk)-lF(xk)ll----IIdNII /> I lz i l l -  Ilzi+l --zill/(1 --r). 
By these inequalities, we can replace the criterion (5) by 
IIz~+x - zilt ~< ~k[(1 - -  r)llzill - Ilzg÷a - z~ll]. (6) 
Some authors (see [ 14]) found that, for solving unsymmetric linear systems of equations, suitable 
implementations of Broyden's good method [2] with damping parameters can be more efficient 
than conjugate-gradient based linear solvers. As we will see in the Appendix, these implementations 
of Broyden's method are superlinearly convergent. So, in these cases, criterion (5) can be replaced 
by 
I l z i+ l  - z i l l  <~ ½~kllzill. (7) 
3. Global convergence results 
In this section we consider methods of the form X k+l  = X k "~- ,~k dk for solving (1), where d k is an 
approximate solution of F(x k) + G(x k, d k) = 0 and G : ~n x R n ~ •n is a given iteration function. 
The inexact Newton computat ion of d k using (2) is a particular case of 
II F(xk) + G( xk, dk)II ~ ~k II F(xk) II. (8) 
We are going to assume that d k is computed in order to satisfy (8). The procedure for computing 
2k and x k+l, k = 0 ,1 ,2 , . . . , i s  as follows: Let p, ae(0,1), ~e(0,1] be given and let x°~"  be an 
arbitrary initial approximation. Given x k with F(x k) ~ O, let mk be the smallest nonnegative integer 
m such that 
O(X k "~- pradk) - -  O(X k) ~ - -2~7ypmO(xk) ,  (9) 
where 
O(x) = ½ f (x)T F(x) 
and set x k + l = x k + pmkdk. 
This approach is an inexact version of the methods introduced in [35, 42, 21]. In the convergence 
proofs we use the following assumptions: 
(A1) There exists ~ >/0 such that for all x, v e ~n, the intersection of the ball N(v; ~):= {u ~ R~: 
tlu - vii ~< ~} and the range set R(x) = {u~n:  u = G(x,d) for some deR ~} is not empty. (This 
assumption is more general than the surjectivity of G, used in [21].) 
(A2) O°(x; v) <~ ?F(x)TG(x, v) for all (x, v)e R ~ x R ", where 0D(x; V) is the Dini upper directional 
derivative of 0 at x along the direction v. This derivative is given by 
O(x + tv) - O(x) 
0D(x; V) = lim sup 
t~o t 
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(A3) There exist a neighborhood N of x* and a constant L > 0 such that for all vectors ze N and 
all vectors v ~ R ", 
11G(z, v)I[ >~ L II v II. 
(A4) For every sequence {z k} converging to x*, every convergent sequence {v k} and every 
sequence {2k} of positive scalars converging to zero, 
lim sup O(zk + 2kVk) -- O(zk) <~ 7 lim F(zk)'r G(z k, vk), 
k ~oo ~'k k-~oo 
whenever the limit in the left-hand side exists. 
We now prove a global convergence theorem for the method defined by (9) and (8). A key idea in 
the proof is to vinculate the parameters 0~ k with the sufficient descent parameter a. A similar 
approach was used by Eisenstat and Walker [15] in their global inexact Newton method for 
smooth nonlinear systems. Other authors (see, for example, [1]) use bracketing schemes based on 
classical unconstrained optimization. For that reason their algorithms converge to stationary 
points of 0. 
Theorem 5. Let F: R" ~ R" be a locally Lipschitz function. Let G(', ") be a function satisfying (A1) 
and (A2). Suppose that 0 <<. ~ <~ oc k ~ o~ < 1 - a for all k. Then the inexact iteration function based 
Newton method efined by (8) and (9) is well-defined. Let { x k } be a sequence produced by this method. 
(a) I f  lim SUpk-.~ pink > 0, then limk-.oo F(x k) = O. 
(b) I f  lim SUpk-.~ pmk = 0 and if x* is an accumulation point of { x k } where the conditions (A3) and 
(A4) hold, then F(x*) = O. 
(c) I f  x* is an accumulation point of {x k} (so, F(x*) = 0), (A3) and (A4) hold at x* and x* is an 
isolated solution of (1) then {x k} converges to x*. 
Proof. Without loss of generality, we assume that F(x k) -~ 0 for all k. We first show that this 
method is well-defined. By (A1), a solution d k of (8) exists for all x k. Assume that for some k, there 
does not exist an m such that (9) holds. Then for all m, 
O(X k -~- pmdk) --  O(X k) > - -2t rTpmO(xk) .  
Dividing both sides by p ' ,  passing to the limit m ~ ~ and using the definition of the Dini derivative 
O°(xk; dR), we have 
OD(xR; d k) >~ -- 2aTO(xk). 
On the other hand, by condition (A2) and inequality (8), 
O°(xk; d R) <~ 7F(xR)TG(x k, d k) 
= y[F(xk)VF(x k) + F(xk)rG(x k, d R) - F(xk)rF(xR)] 
~< 7[ II F(xk) II" II F (x k) + G(x k, d R) [I - 20(xk) ] 
~< 7 [% [I F(xk) [I 2 _ 20(xR)] 
~< --27(1 -- ~)O(xk). 
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This is a contradiction since 0 ~< 0c < 1 - a and O(x k) > 0. This shows that the inexact iteration 
function based Newton method is well-defined. 
Since O(x k) > 0 for each k, by the stepsize rule (9), we have that 
0 < O(X k+ 1) ~ (1 - 2aypmk)O(x k) < O(xk) .  
Therefore, the sequence {O(xk)} is  strictly decreasing and is bounded below by zero. Hence, it 
converges and 
lim [O(x k) - O(x k+ 1)] = 0. 
k--*oo 
By (9), this implies that 
lim pmkO(x k) = O. 
k--*oo 
Clearly, the conclusion (a) follows from this equality. 
Let us now prove (b). Assume that 
lim sup p,.k = O. 
k---~oo 
This implies that 
lim pink = 0 
k--*oo 
and 
lim mk = ~.  
By the definition of mk, it follows that 
O(X k d- prak- ldk ) __ O(X k) > _2ayp,,k- 10(xk). (10) 
Let {xR: k e K} be a subsequence converging to x*. For all k e K large enough, xke N, where N is 
the neighborhood of x*, specified in the condition (A3). By (A3), for all these k, we have that 
L IId k II II G(x k, d k) II (1 + 0~)II F(xk) II. (11) 
So, the sequence {dk: k e K} is bounded. Dividing both sides of (10) by pink-1, passing to the limit 
k ~ oo for k e K and applying the condition (A4), we deduce 
O(X k 4_ fin*k-- l dk ) __ O(d k) 
lim TF(xk)TG(xk, d k) ~ lim sup p,,k- t 
k ~oo, keK k ~,keK  
~> -2ay0(x*).  
We may take a subsequence to guarantee that the limit in the left side exists. Without loss of 
generality, we just let this subsequence be K. 
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On the other hand, by the inexact rule inequality (8), 
lim 7F(xk)TG(xk, d k) <~ lim --27(1 - ct)O(x k) 
k-~,k~K k-*oo, k~K 
= -27(1 - ~)O(x*). 
The above two results imply that 
-27(1 - ~)O(x*) >>. - 2aTO(x*). 
Since ~ < 1 - a, the last inequality implies that O(x*) = 0. So, (b) is proved. 
Finally, let us prove (c). Since x* is an isolated solution of(l), there exists 6 > 0 such that x* is the 
unique global minimizer of II F(x)II for II x - x* II ~< 6. By (11), there exists 6' E(0, 6) such that 
[Ix k ÷ l -- xk ll <~ Ildkll ~<6-6 ' ,  
whenever IIx k -  x*ll ~< 6'. Let /z >0 be the minimum value of IIF(x)ll on the region 
6'.,< I I x -  x*ll ~< 6. If IIx k° -  x*ll ~< 6' and IIF(xk°)ll </~, we have, since IIF(xk°+l)ll < IIF(xk°)ll, 
that I IF(xk°+l)l I < /~. But, since 
II x k° + a _ xko II ~< 6 -- 6', 
we also have that II x k°÷ 1 _ x* II ~< 6. So, by the definition of #, II x k°÷ x _ x* II ~< 6'. It follows, by 
induction, that II x k - x* II ~< 6' and II F(x k) II < ~ for all k >~ ko. Since x,  is the unique accumula- 
tion point of x k in this region, it follows that {x k} converges to {x*}. [] 
As one of the referees pointed out, the global algorithm can be defined using a more flexible 
backtracking scheme, that allows interpolation steps. Namely, when a trial point xk+ 2kd k is 
rejected, the new trial point can be x k + 2kd k, with 2ke I-ql).k, r/2).k], 0 < th < r/2 < 1. The conver- 
gence proof for this choice is completely analogous to the one given, with some additional minor 
technical difficulties. 
We saw that the inexact iteration function based Newton method preserves a global convergence 
property with the condition (A1), which is less restrictive than the condition used by Han et al. [21]. 
Hence, in a certain sense, the insolvability of F(x  k) + G(x k, d k) = 0 is reduced. Since the directional 
derivative based Newton method is a special case of this method, this comment also applies to it. 
Moreover, the generality of Theorem 5 is increased since we allow a constant 7 ~< 1 in (A2) and (A4). 
This means that we accept directions dk where the directional derivative of 0 is not represented by 
F(xk)rG(x  k, dk), provided that they are descent directions for 0. 
It is useful, in order to understand the meaning of 7, to analyze the situation in the smooth case. 
In this case, criterion (2) reads 
[I F'(xk)d k + F (x  k) II 2 ~< ~ II F(xk) II 2, 
G(x, v) = F'(x)v, 
OD(x; v) = (F'(x)XF(x))Tv = F(x)~G(x, v). 
Therefore, (A1) and (A3) hold if F'(x) is nonsingular, and (A2)-(A4) hold with 7 = 1. In the 
nonsmooth case the equality O°(x; v) = F (x )TV(x)v  does not necessarily hold, but we need that the 
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inexact Newton direction should be a sufficient descent direction for 0. The "v-assumption" is the 
minimal assumption we found which is sufficient for proving global convergence. We do not think 
that qualitatively weaker assumptions can be given supporting the global result. 
4. Numerical implementation and experiments 
We implemented the inexact Newton methods, based on formulae (2) and (7). To ensure 
agreement of(7) with (5) we used, as in [14], Broyden's method as an iterative linear solver. That is, 
the sequence {zi} whose limit solves Vkd = - -F(x  k) is given by 
2i+ 1 = 2 i -- 2 iBZ l [Vkz i  -[- F (xk) ] ,  
where, for all i = 0, 1, 2,. . .  
Bi+ 1 = Bi + qi(Yi - Bisi)s~/s~si, 
s /=z i+~-z i ,y~= Vks~ and qi is chosen as the closest number to 1 that ensures that 
Idet B~+ 11 ~< 10 Idet B~I (see [33]). For small to medium scale problems, it is recommended to store 
and update the QR factorization of Bi (see [12]). For large problems, a limited memory implemen- 
tation of Broyden's recursion can be given, where, at each iteration we need to store n + O(1) 
additional numbers per iteration (see [14]). In all cases Bo was chosen as the n × n identity matrix. 
We consider three possible choices for 2i: 
2i = 2 0 = 1, 
2i = 2/1 = argmin{ IIVk2vi + F(x k) II 2, 2~ ~}, (12) 
2~ = 22 = argmin { II B7 1 [vk21)i ..[_ F(xk)] tl 2, 2 E ~}, (13) 
where vi = Bi - l [Vkzi  + F(xk)]. For 2i = 1, superlinear convergence was proved in [33]. For 
~//= 1, 2 /= 2~ and 2i = 2 2, Deuflhard et al. [14] proved global convergence with a restriction on 
the initial matrix B0. In the Appendix of this paper, we prove convergence with the Mor6-  
Trangenstein [33] procedure for correcting ill-conditioning of B~. The theoretical results of 
Section 2 show that in the resolution of the Newtonian linear system one should be essentially 
concerned by the reduction of the error rather than in the residual reduction. In relation to this 
concern, the choice 22 should be advantageous over 2~ and 2 °. In fact, with the choice 22 we 
minimize the "precondit ioned residual" along the search direction, which tends to approximate the 
error vector if B~ is close to V k. A discussion of this topic, with respect o smooth problems that 
come from discretization of systems of differential equations can be found in [13]. 
We used the following sequences {~k}: 
(a) 0Ok -- 0.5, 
(b) ~k -- 1/(2 + k). 
As test problems we used the family of functions defined by 
f i (x)  ~- Clgi(X) if g~(x) >1 O, 
fi(x) = c20i(x) if gi(x) <. O, 
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where 
gi(x) = n - ~ cos(x~ - 1) + j (1 - cos(xj - 1)) - sin(x~ - 1). 
j= l  
See [50]. If ca = c2, F is differentiable. So, IC l -  c2l can be interpreted as the degree of 
nondifferentiability of F. 
As initial approximation for our tests, we used x ° = (0 .... ,0) T. We used the stopping criterion 
II F(x k) 112 ~< 10 -4  and we used double precision in the calculations. The norm of F at the initial 
point is IIF(x°)ll2 =25.541cal. The system F(x )=0 has multiple solutions at the points 
(1 + 2jTr,..., 1 + 2jTz) T. 
The results for n = 10 are presented in Tables 1 and 2. We report the number of "outer 
iterations", that is, the iterations performed by the inexact Newton method, and "inner iterations", 
which is the sum of the iterations of the iterative linear solver (Broyden's method). We use an 
asterisk (,) to indicate that convergence is not achieved after 100 outer iterations. 
We also executed Newton's method both for the smooth problem (ca = c2 = 1) and the 
nonsmooth one (ca = -cz  = 100). In the first case, convergence was reached after 6 iterations and 
in the nonsmooth case it took 7 iterations to converge to the prescribed stopping criterion. 
Looking at the numerical results, we arrive at the following conclusions: 
(a) The difference between the behavior of the methods in the smooth and the nonsmooth 
procedures i not impressive in this case. 
(b) The best performances of the inexact Newton methods are very good, compared with the 
behavior of Newton's method, which is much more expensive. In some cases, the number of 
iterations of Newton and "inexact Newton" coincide. 
(c) In critical cases, the inexact Newton method with the affine invariant criterion was more 
efficient than the method with the Dembo-Eisenstat-Steihaug (D.E.S.) criterion. In fact this 
Table 1 
Experiments using the Dembo-Eisenstat-Steihaug stopping criterion 
Number cl c2 ~tk 2i Outer Inner 
1 t.0 1.0 0.5 (0) * 732 
2 (1) 7 7 
3 (2) 7 7 
4 1/(2 + k) (0) 8 59 
5 (1) 6 7 
6 (2) 6 7 
7 100.0 - 100.0 0.5 (0) * 1858 
8 (1) 17 30 
9 (2) 11 15 
10 1/(2 + k) (0) 22 415 
11 (1) 9 13 
12 (2) 8 11 
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Table 2 
Experiments using the affine invariant stopping criterion 
Number cl c2 Ctk 2~ Outer Inner 
13 1.0 1.0 0.5 (0) 7 67 
14 (1) 7 14 
15 (2) 7 14 
16 1/(2 + k) (0) 7 69 
17 (1) 6 14 
18 (2) 6 14 
19 100.0 - 100.0 0.5 (0) 8 150 
20 (1) 7 14 
21 (2) 7 14 
22 1/(2 + k) (0) 7 132 
23 (1) 7 16 
24 (2) 7 16 
happened for ~k -- 0.5 and 2i = 2 °. It seems that more precision is needed in the resolution of the 
Newtonian equation in this case, and this additional precision is naturally obtained with few inner 
iterations when we use 2 ~ and 2 2. The effectiveness of solving the Newtonian equation with higher 
precision in these cases is confirmed by the fact that the behavior of the inexact Newton method in 
the experiments 11 and 12 was better than the performance ofexperiments 8 and 9. In many cases, 
only one iteration of the linear solver was enough to satisfy the Dembo-Eisenstat-Steihaug 
criterion, while, for satisfying criterion (7) at least two iterations of Broyden's method are needed. 
We also implemented the global version of the inexact Newton method with the De- 
mbo-Eisenstat-Steihaug criterion, where the sufficient decrease parameters chosen were p = 0.5, 
o- = 0.1, y = 10 -¢. We use a small y because we want to accept a "wrong" choice of V k at each 
particular iteration, provided that a descent direction for 0 has been generated. Observe that, 
in the smooth case, the directional derivative of 0 at x k is F(xk)VJ(xk)d k, and so, we can always 
use 7 = 1. 
As it usually happens with differentiable problems, in the cases where the local methods 
converged, the damped versions exhibited essentially the same behavior, because the first trial 
point was accepted at almost all iterations. In the cases where the local methods failed (problems 
1 and 7), the global method converged, but the limit points were not solutions of the system but 
points where condition (A3) did not hold. In both cases the limit point turned out to be a local 
minimizer of 0 where the function was differentiable. This behavior is typical also in smooth 
problems. 
Clearly, there exist problems where the local inexact Newton method with the Dembo-Eisen- 
stat-Steihaug criterion (and fixed ~) fails, but convergence can be achieved with the global 
modification described in Section 3. This is the case, for example, of the piecewise linear function 
introduced in Section 2 to motivate the affine-invariant s opping criterion. 
A different set of problems was defined using classical smooth systems of the form H(x) = 0, with 
H: R"---, R n, H = (hi . . . . .  hn) T. Associated to each smooth system, we generated the following 
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nonlinear complementar i ty  problem: 
J](x) - min{xi, hi(x)} = 0, i = 1, ..., n. 
The nonlinear complementar i ty  problem is a differentiable nonlinear system for all x e R" such that 
xi ~ hi(x), i= I , . . . ,  n. If x~R" ,  ie{1 , . . . ,n}  are such that xi = hi(x), then the system is not 
differentiable at x. However,  it is locally Lipschitzian and semismooth. 
Problem 1. (Rosenbrock, n = 2, see [32]). x ° = ( -  1.2, 1) x, II F(x °) 112 = 4.51. 
Problem 2. (Helical valley, n = 3, see [32]). x ° = ( -1 ,0 ,0 )  x, II F(x °) 112 = 50. 
Problem 3. (Extended Rosenbrock, n = 10, see [32]). x°= ( -1 .2 ,1 , -  1.2,. . . ,  1) x, IIF(x°)ll2 
= 10.09. 
Problem 4. (Linear complementarity, n = 10, see [24]). 
H(x) = Mx + q, 
where 
n = 10, q = ( -1  . . . . .  - -1 )  T, 
[M] ,=4( i -1 )+1,  i= l , . . . ,n ,  
[M]ii = [M],  + I, i= l , . . . ,n - l , j= i+ l , . . . ,n ,  
[M] i j=[M] j i+ I ,  j= l , . . . ,n -1 ,  i= j+ l , . . . ,n .  
x ° = (0 , . . . ,0 )  w, IlF(x°)ll2 = 3.16. 
Problem 5. (Broyden tridiagonal with n = 10, see [19]). x ° = ( -1 ,  ..., -1 )  r, II f(x °) 112 = 4.58. 
Problem 6. (Chandrasekhar, c = 1, n = 10, see [31,4]). 
Chandrasekhar  introduced the following integral equation in the context of radiative transfer 
problems. Find x E C[0, 1] such that 
f l  tx_(t)_x(__y) dy. (14) c x(t) = 1 + ~ t + y 
We approximate the integral in this equat ion using a modif ied trapezoidal quadrature rule with 
nodes {tl}7=l and weights {wl}7=l. This gives 
c ~-, tlxixj 
Xi = x(ti) = 1 + ~ j=L 1 ti + tj wj. 
So, 
c ~ tixixj wj. 
hi(x) = -x i  + 1 + ~ ti + tj 
j= l  
(15) 
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Table 3 
Experiments with nonlinear complementarity problems 
Problem Method ct k ~ 0.5 ~k = 1/(2 + k) 
1 D.E.S. (5, 10), (2, 2), (2, 2) (5, 10), (2, 2), (2, 2) 
Invariant (5, 15), (2, 4), (2, 4) (5, 15), (2, 4), (2, 4) 
2 D.E.S. (2, 7), (*), (*) (2, 7), (*), (*) 
Invariant (2, 9), (*), (*) (2, 9), (*), (*) 
3 D.E.S. (5, 10), (2, 2), (2, 2) (5, 10), (2, 2), (2, 2) 
Invariant (5, 15), (2, 4), (2,4) (5, 15), (2, 4), (2,4) 
4 D.E.S. (3, 21), (13,393), (12, 75) (3, 21), (13,393), (12, 161) 
Invariant (10, 52), (*), (26, 74) (10, 60), (*), (8, 31) 
5 D.E.S. (2, 20), (3, 4), (4, 7) (2, 20), (4, 9), (4, 7) 
Invariant (2, 22), (2, 4), (4, 10) (2, 22), (2, 4), (3, 8) 
6 D.E.S. (3, 6), (14, 237), (11, 74) (3, 6), (8,246), (11,61) 
Invariant (6, 19), (*), (3, 10) (6,19), (9, 68), (3,10) 
Note that the cont inuous Chandrasekhar  problem is singular at the solution when c = 1 
and consequently the discretized Chandrasekhar  problem is severely i l l-conditioned when 
c=l .  
Observe that when the number  of points used to approximate the integral grows, n becomes 
large but the Jacobian matrix is not sparse. We used x ° = (10, ... ,  10) T, where II F(x °) 112 = 28.99. 
The results are given in Table 3. The triplet of pairs (ao,bo), (al, bl), (a2,b2) means that the 
method under considerat ion and the choice i for the damping parameter  of the linear solver 
converged using al outer iterations and bi inner-iterations. We indicate with (*) nonconvergence 
after 100 outer iterations. 
Looking at Table 3, we observe that, in general, the four variations of the inexact Newton 
method were successful for the resolution of this set of problems. The choice 2 0 seemed to be more 
efficient han the choices 2~ and 2 2 in the linear solver. Moreover,  the inexact Newton method with 
the stopping criterion (2) was slightly more efficient than the criterion (5) in many cases. It seems 
that the choice ~k --= 0.5 in (2) was sufficient for convergence, so, the criterion (5) calls for additional, 
unnecessary, work. 
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Appendix.  Superl inear convergence o f  the l inear solvers 
In this section we analyze the variations of Broyden's method that are used to solve the 
Newtonian linear equation Vkd =- - f (xk ) .  
In order to simplify the notation, let us write A = V k, z = d, b = --F(xk),  G(z) = Az - b. The 
iterations of Broyden's method will be denoted {Zo, Zl, z2,... } = {Zk}. 
Given Zo e R", Bo nonsingular, we define, for all k = 0, 1, 2,.. . ,  2k #- 0, 
Zk+ 1 = Zk -- 2i, B [  1G(gk), (A.1) 
Bk+l = Bk + rh(Yk -- BkSk)S~/S~Sk, (A.2) 
where Sk = Zk +1 -- Zk, Yk = G(Zk + 1) -- G(Zk) = ASk and r/k S [0.1, 0.9] is such that 
det(Bk+ 1) ~< 10 det(Bk). (A.3) 
Mor~ and Trangenstein [33] proved that (A.3) holds with r/~[0.1, 0.9] defining 7k = 
S[BktYk/SXkSk, with r/k= 1 if ~k>~0.1, and r/k =(1--0.1sign(yk))/(1--Tk) if 7k<0.1, where 
sign(0) = 1. This choice of r/k provides a number closest o unity such that (A.3) is satisfied (see 
1-33]). 
Proposi t ion A.1. Assume that {Zk}, {Bk} are oenerated usino (A.1)-(A.3) with r/ke[0.1,0.9] and 
G(Zk) V ~ 0 for all k = O, 1 ,2 , . . . .  Then 
IIBk-- AIIF ~< IIBo-- AIIF 
for  all k = 0, 1, 2 , . . . ,  and 
lim II Bk + 1 -- ek [[ = 0. (A.4) 
k--*oo 
Proof. Let us define 
B'k = Bk + (Yk -- BkSk)S~/S[Sk = Bk + (1/rh)(Bk+l - nk). (A.5) 
It is well known that B[ is the projection, relative to the Frobenius norm, of Bk on the affine 
subspace Sk defined by Sk = {B ~ Rn×": BSk = Yk} (see [12]). It follows that B~ is also the projection 
of Bk + 1 on Sk. But A ~ Sk for all k e N, so, by the Pythagorean theorem, 
IIB~ - a l lg  = link - -  All 2 - liB;, - nkll g 
and 
[ IBk+, -A I I~  =IIBI-AI I2F+IIBR+I Bill 2 - -  F "  
From the definition of B~ it follows that 
IIBk+1--B'~[I~<~0.8111Bk ~II 2 - -  F "  
Adding the last three inequalities we obtain 
IIB~+I - AII~ ~< IIBk-- A I l~-  0.19lJU~- Bkll z F" 
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But, by (20), I1 n'k -- Bk IIF >~ (1/0.9)[I Bk+ 1 - -  Bk IIF, therefore 
2 Ilnk+~ - All 2 ~< line - All 2 - 0.19[Ink+l -- nkllF 
for all k = 0, 1,2 . . . . .  It follows that the series y~ Ilnk÷~ --nel l  2 is convergent. So, Ilnk÷l --nel l  
tends to 0. []  
Propos i t ion  A.2. Assume the hypotheses of  Proposit ion A.1. Define the error vector ek = Zk -- A - lb  
for  all k = O, 1, 2 . . . . .  Then, there exists a sequence k that tends to 0 and satisfies 
11 ek + 1 II/II ek II ~< (~k + I,lk - 1 I)/(1 - ek) for  all k = 0, 1, 2 . . . . .  (A.6) 
Proof. By Proposit ion A.1 we have that [(Bk+ 1 -- ne)sk]/l l  se II ~ 0. So, by (A.2), 
But  
lira II (Yk -- BkSe) I[ / II Sk II = lim [I (Bk -- A)Sk II/II Sk II = O. 
k---~o0 k ---* o0 
Yk -- Bese = G(ze+O - G(Zk) -- Bk( - -2kBk  1G(ze)) 
= G(ze+ 1) + (2e - 1)G(ze) = A(ek+ i + (2k -- 1)ek). 
Therefore, 
Ilek+~ + (2k -- 1)ek I[/(llek+~ II + Ilek II) ~0  
and, also, 
III ek+ x II -- II (~k -- 1)ek II I/( II ek+ a II + 11 ek I[) ~ 0. 
Let us define 
~k = Ill ek+ X II -- 11(2k -- 1)ek I] I/(ll ek+ 111 + II ek II). 
Then 
Ilek+ 1 II ~< ~k(ll ek+ 1 II + II ee I[) + II (2k -- 1)ek II- 
[]  
So, 
Ilek+l II/llee II ~ ekllee+~ II/llek II + ek + 12e - 11. 
Therefore, 
(1 - ~e) llee÷x II/llee II ~< ~e + 12e - II, 
and the desired result follows from this inequality. 
(A.7) 
Proposit ion A.2 explains the behavior of the error vector ek independently of the convergence of 
the sequence. In particular, it shows that the sequence is superlinearly convergent if 2k --* 1, and 
that convergence at a linear rate takes place if, eventually, 2k e [tr, 2 -- tr] for some a > 0. In the next 
two theorems, we prove that the condit ion 2k ~ 0 holds for the choices (12) and (13) of Section 4. It 
is easy to see that the choice (12) corresponds to 
2 ~ = - <ark, aze -- b > / II Ark II 2 (m.8) 
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and that (13) corresponds to 
2 2 = (Bk  1AVk, Vk)/H Bk 1Ark H 2, (A.9) 
where Vk = - -Bk  X G(Zk) and [ l ' l [  = II '[I 2. (Check, for example, that 
V II Az - b I[ 2 is orthogonal to Vk 
if Z = Zk + 2~ Vk and that 
~7 II B~- l (Az - b)II 2 is orthogonal to Vk 
if Z = Zk + 2 2 Vk.) Formulae (A.8) and (A.9) will be used in the proof of the following two theorems. 
Theorem A.3. Assume the hypotheses of Propositions A.1 and A.2 with the choice (A.8) for the 
parameter 2k. Then, the sequence {Zk} converges uperlinearly to A- lb .  
Proof. Let us prove that 2k 1, given by (A.8) tends to 1 as k -,oo. In fact, by (A.8), 
A~ = (AVk, BkVk)/II AVk [I 2 = (ASk, BkSk)/II ASk II 2 
= (ask, Ask>/II Ask II 2 + <(Bk - -  A)s~, Ask>/II Ask II 2 
= 1 + ((Bk -- A)Sk/II Ask II, ASk/I[ ASk II ). 
Therefore, by (A.7), 
12~ - II ~< II(Bk -- A)Skll/l[askll 
~< II A -  1 II [[ (ek -- A)Sk II/[I Sk II --' 0. 
So, the desired result is proved. [] 
Theorem A.4. Assume the hypotheses of Propositions A.1 and A.2 with the choice (A.9) for the 
parameter 2k. Suppose that there exists M > 0 such that [I Bk 1 I[ ~< M for all k = O, 1, 2 , . . . .  Then, the 
sequence {Zk } converges uperlinearly to A- lb .  
Proof. As in Theorem A.3 let us prove that 2 2, given by (A.9) tends to 1 as k --. oo. By (A.9), we have 
2 2 = (Bk  1ark, Vk)/II B ;  lay k II 2 = (B ;  1ask, Sk)/[[ Bk  1aSk II 2 
= <BE 1Ask, BE 1ask >/II BE Iask II = + ((I -- BE Xa)Sk, BE XASk)/[I Bk  1aSk II 2 
= 1 + <(I - B~ ~A)sk/II B~ ~ASk II, B~ 1ask~ II B~ 1ask II). 
Therefore, 
12 2 - 1l ~< I I ( I -  BEla)skll/lIBElaskll 
~< II A -  1 II II B~ II II B~- 1 II II (ek -- A)sk II/II Sk II 
~< I[ 3 -1  II [I Bk H M [[ (Bk -- A)Sk II/II Sk ]l. 
But, by Proposition A.1, I] Bk [[ is bounded independently of k. So, the desired result follows from 
(A.7). [] 
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